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Abstract In this paper, we introduce lower-truncated transversal polymatroids, and develop efficient algorithms 

of network-flow type for those polymatroids. The lower-truncated transversal polymatroid contains, as special 

cases, a variety of useful matroids such as cycle matroids of graphs, matroids in plane skeletal structures, etc. We 

present simple and powerful theorems which enable us to solve various combinatorial optimization problems for 

those polymatroids by means of network-flow algorithms. Especially, we can solve greedy-type optimization 

problems concerning those polymatroids in a remarkably efficient manner. As greedy-type problems, we take 

up the problem of fmding a maximum-weight independent vector, that of finding the principal partition and that 

of covering and packing, and give efficient solutions for them. Applying general algorithms for lower-truncated 

transversal polymatroids to cycle matroids of graphs and matroids in plane skeletal structures, we obtain various 

new results. 

From the viewpoint of applications, lower-truncated transversal polymatroids are essentially related to discrete 

systems with internal degrees of freedom which arise in many fields of engineering, so that the algorithms for those 

polymatroids developed in this paper give efficient methods to analyze such systems in a unifying manner. 

Introduction 

In this decade. it has been pointed out that the (poly- )matroid lheory is very use

ful to analyze discrete systems arising in operations research and other engineering 

systems. and various problems concerning such systems have been solved by means 

of (poly-)matroid theory newly. or. at least. in much simpler way than known 

melhods (see [16]. [17]). Here we introduce a class of polymalroids which conlains 

various polymalroids arising in practical problems. and give nelwork-flow algorilhms 

for lhem. This enhances the efficiency of polymalroidal approach much. 

It was Sugihara's recenl work [26]. [27]. [29] concerning discrele systems with 

internal degrees of freedom lhal motivaled this work. He has observed and shown 

that problems of checking inconsistency or redundancy of such discrete systems can 
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Lower-Truncated Transversal Polymatroids 187 

be formulated as problems of bipartite matchings in a generalized sense, and that the 

problems can be solved in a polynomial time by repeated applications of ordinary 

bipartite matching algorithms. In this paper, based upon Sugihara's work, we intro

duce lower-truncated transversal polymatroids, which give a unifying framework to treat 

discrete syslems with internal degrees of freedom. Typical and useful examples of 

those polymatroids are cycle matroids of graphs and matroids in plane skelelal sl.ruc

lures. We lhen give simple and powerful theorems which enable us to solve various 

combinalorial optimization problems concerning those polymalroids by means of 

network-flow algorithms. Specifically, we show that fundamenlal functions, such as 

the saluralion function and the dependence function, of lhose polymatroids can be 

computed efficiently by solving simple maximum flow problems. It should be noted 

that, if one can compule fundamenlal functions of a polymatroid, one can solve the 

independent-flow problems [7]. which is one of unifying problems in polymatroids 

optimization problems, concerning lhe polymatroid in practice. 

Using the theorems, we can solve especially greedy-type optimization problems of 

lower-truncated transversal polymatroids in a very efficient way, so that we describe 

efficient algorithms for solving greedy-type problems in detail. In the paper as 

greedy-lype optimization problems, we take up the problem of finding a base or a 

maximum-weight independent vector and that of finding several kinds of so-called 

principal partitions of such polymatroid. (The principal partition is the decomposition 

theory useful to various problems concerning discrete systems in operations research 

and other fields of engineering science [15]. [16]. [17]. [21], [31], [32].) The prob

lem of covering and packing of lower-truncated transversal malroids is also con

sidered. 

By applying the lheorems and the arguments for the above three optimization 

problems to cycle matroids of graphs and malroids in plane skelelal structures, we can 

obtain various new results. Let us specify the results concerning an undirected graph 

G=( V,E) with vertex set V and edge set E. Let Mc be a cycle matroid of the graph 

G, and M~ the union of Mc with itself k times. (The matroid M~ is applied to fun

damental problems in electric nelwork.) We can find a base of M~ in 0(k21 V12) 

time, and a maximum-weight independent set of M~ in 0(k 2 1EII vi) time. We can 

find the principal partition of the graph G in the sense of Kishi and Kajitani [18) and 

Iri [14] in 0(IVI 2) time, and that in the sense of Tomizawa [31} in 0(IEI 3 10gIVI) 

time. On the problem of covering and packing, we can find the minimum number of 

forests whose union is G in 0(IEI2) time, and the maximum number of disjoint 

spanning trees in 0(IE12 logl VI) time. Specifying the results concerning a matroid in 

a plane skeletal slructure associated with a gra.ph G=( V,E), which we denote by M L , 

we can find a base of M L in OC I E 11 VI) time. The decomposition of a stable slructure 

due lo Nakamura and Sugihara [22) can be found in O( 1 V12) lime. 
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188 H. lmai 

It should be noted that, though we do not discuss problems concerning respective 

systems, techniques developed in lhis paper can be applied lo discrele syslems wilh 

inlernal degrees of freedom [29] such as two lypical examples mentioned above, line 

drawings of polyhedra [27] and olher systems arising in various fields of engineering 

science. 

1. Preliminaries 

1.1. Basic concepts of polyma troids 

For a finile sel E, we denote by RE (resp. R{) the set of all functions (or vectors) 

from E lo R of reals (resp. R+ of nonnegative reaJs). For xERE and S<;;. E, we 

denole by xiS lhe reslriction of x to S, and set x(S)=:E x(e). We define a charac-
eE: S 

lerislic vector XsERE fo~ Se;;;.E by Xs(e)=l (eES) and Xs(e)=O (elt'S). For eEE, 

we denote X!e! simply by X,,· 

Polymalroids were inlroduced by Edmonds [3]. A function W 2E --> R, where 2E is 

lhe sel of all subsets of E, is called a (io-functionif 

(i) J1(X)~O for each XE2E- 11>! 
(ii) nondecreasing: if X e;;;. Y r:;;;. E, lhen J1( X);:§; J1 ( Y) 

(iii) submodular: foranyX,Y~E, J1(X)+J1(Y)~J1(XU Y)+J1(Xn Y). 

Further, J1 is called a (i-functioniC, also, J1(1))=0. For a po-function J1. 2E-->R, we 

define a polyhedron p(J1) by 

A polymatroid P=(E,J1) is a pair of a finile set E and a (i-funclion W 2E-->R+ 

which is called lhe rank function of P. A vector XEP(J1) is called an independent vector 

of polymatroid p, and P(J1) is called an independence polyhedron of P. An indepen

dent vector x of P such that x(E)=J1(E) is called a base of P. 

A polymalroid can be oblained from a (io-function which is not necessarily a (3-

function. For a po-function J10: 2E ..... R, P(J1o) becomes an independence polyhedron 

of a polymatroid .whose rank function J1 is given by 

(see [1], [3]) Note that P(J1o)=P(J1) and J1(1))=0. J1 is called the lower-truncation 

(or Duworth truncation) of J10' 

For a vector yER;, a reduction of po lyma tro id (E,J1) with respect to y is a polyma

troid (E,J1 Y ) where 

( 1.3) J1 Y (S)=minjJ1(X)+y(S-X)1 Xe;;;.S! (Se;;;. E). 
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Lower-Truncated Transversal Polymatroids 189 

Nole lhal P(ILY)=P(IL) n lxlx ER!.x~y::. 

A polymalroid (E, IL) is said lo be integral if IL is inleger-valued. Every exlreme 

poinl of the independence polyhedron of an integral polymalroid is integer-valued. If 

(E,IL) is an inlegral polymatroid and IL(X)~ IXI for any X<:::.E, M=(E,IL) is a matroid 

and IL is ils rank junction A subset X of E is independent in M iff J..L(X)= IXI. The 

rank of M is defined to be IL( E). The reduclion of an inlegral polymalroid wilh 

respeclto XE is a malroid. Lel M[=(E'IL[) and M 2=(E, 1L 2) be lWo malroids on lhe 

same sel E. Then, (E,IL[+ 1L 2) is a polymatroid but is nol necessa;-ily a malroid. 

However, lhe reduction of (E'IL[+1L2) wilh respectlo XE is a malroid which is called 

lhe union of M[ and M 2. The collection of independenl sels of lhe union malroid of 

M[ and M2 is given by 

For a polymalroid P=(E,IL), XEP(IL) and uEE, a sq,turationjunctionsal(x) and a 

function c+ ( x, u), which may be called a saturation capacity junction, are defined as fol

lows. 

(1.5) sal(x)=lvl vEE, x+OXS'P(IL) for any 0>0! 

Nole lhal uEsal(x) iff c+(x,u)=O. Furlher, define a dependence junctiondep(x,u) by 

if uEsal(x), and dep(x,u)=.p if u5i"sal(x). If uEsal(x), we define a function 

c±(x,u,v) for vEdep(x,u)-lu\, which may be called an exchange capacityjunct'ion, as 

follows. 

The above four functions, which, in lhe lump, we will refer la as jundamental functions 

of lhe polymat.roid, were inlroduced by Fujishige [7]. If one can compule lhe funda

mental funclions of a polymalroid algorilhmically, one can solve lhe independenl-flow 

problems concerning lhe polymalroid in practice. 

1.2. Hitchcock-type network flow problem 

Lel B = (U, W; A) be a direcled bipartile graph wilh left verlex set U, right verlex 

sel Wand arc sel A <:::. U x W. Define funcLons r. 2 v .... 2 wand y: 2 v .... R+ by 

( 1.9} r(X)=lwl (u,w)EA, UEX! (x<:::. U) 

(1.10) y(X)=lr(X)1 (X~ U). 
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190 H. lmai 

As is well known. y is a {J-function. Let C w be a vector in R:". We define a network 

N (B. cw ) with vertex set V. arc set A and capacity function ~ as follows. 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

V= VU W U It! 

A=A U !(w.t)l wE W! 

~(a) = !cw(W) 
aEA 

a={w.t) (WE W) 

Fora vector fERA. we define a vector afER\7 by 

(1.14) a f{ v)= f{ a) - f{a) 

a= (V. V')E: A a=(v',V)E:A 

A vector fERA is a flow in N{B.c w ) if f satisfies 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

a f{ w)=O (WE W) 

O~ f(a)~ ~(a) (aEA). 

(VE V). 

A value of f is defined to be af(V). For a flow f. aflv is called a supply vector. 

For Cu E H}I. a flow f such that a f I v ~ Cu is said to be maximum with respect to Cu if 

the value of f is maximum among those of all flows I' such that a 1'1 V~ cu' The 

following lemma is the famous maximum-flow minimum-cut theorem [6]. [13]. 

Lemma 1.1. For cuER}' and cwER+w. the value of a flow on N(B.c w ) which is 

maximum with respect to Cu is equal to 

(1.17) 

Let f be a flow on N(B.c w )' Let v. v'E V. An augmenting path from v to v' on 

N(B.c w ) with respect to flow fis a sequence v=vo. al' VI' a 2• v2 • ,vk - l . ak . 

vk=v' (k;:';;O) such that ViEV-!t! (O~i<k). Vi~Vj (O~i<j~k). aiEA (l~i~k) 

and. for each i=1. ' .k. either ai=(vi-l.vJ and f(ai )< c(ai ) or ai=(vi.vi- l ) and 

f{aJ>O. 

As is well known. the problem of finding a maximum flow with respect to X u in 

N(B.Xw) is equivalent to the maximum matching problem of a biparlile graph B [6]. 

[13]. This problem can be solved in O(v'iUIIA I) time [5]. [9]. More generally. we 

oblain the following theorem. which can be shown almosl similarly to the proof in [5]. 

so that we omit the proof in this paper (in [11]. a complete proof of this theorem is 

given). 

Theorem 1.1. For an integer-valued vector cwER:". a nonnegative integer d and 

uEV. a maximum flow on N{B.c w ) with respect to Xu+dXu can be found in 

O(v'iuF-d"(IAI+d») time by using Dinic's algorithm [2]. 0 
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2. Lower-Truncated Transversal Polymatroids 

2_1. Definitions 

Let B = ( V, W; A) be a directed bipartite graph without isolated vertex. For 

p,dER+ (p~o), consider a function I'p.d: 2 u ----R defined by 

(2.1 ) I' p.d(X) = Pl'( X)- d = pi r( X) 1- d (X~ V) 

(see (1.9) and (1.10». Assume that the degree of each vertex in V is greater than or 

equal to dip· Then, since I' is a ,B-function, we immediately have 

Lemma 2.1. I'p.d is a ,Bo-function. 0 

Hence, P(l'p.d) is an independence polyhedron of some polymatroid on V. We 

denote lhis polymatroid by pep, d) whose rank function Pp.d' is the lower-truncation 

of I' p. d (see (1.2)). We will refer lo a polyrnalroid which is the reduction of P( p, d) 

wilh respect lo some vector in R}' as a lower-truncated transversal polymatroid. For 

a ~ 0, we denote a polymalroid which is the reduction of pep, d) with respect to vec

lor axv by P(p,d;a). Note lhat P(p,d)=P(p,d;l'p,d(V))=P(p,d;n) where n= 

maxI!' p,dO un / uE VI-

If p and d are integers, pep, d; 1) is a matroid, which we will refer to as a (p, d)

transversal matroid, and denote by M(p, cl). (1 ,O)-transversal matroid is just a 

transversal malroid in an ordinary sense [4) Apparently; 'lhe union of M(p,d) wilh 

itself k times is a malroid M( kp, kd). 

Let us show an example. Consider a lower-lruncated transversal polymatroid 

p(l,l) on V of biparlile graph B=(V, W;A} (V=!u l ,uZ'U3 !) illuslraled in Fig.2.1(a). 

Polyhedra P(I') and P(I'I.1) are shown in Fig.2.1(b) and (c), respectively. In this 

case, the independence polyhedron P( I' 1.1) of P( 1,1) corresponds lo the polyhedron 

delermined by a rank function of a graph depicted in Fig.2.1 (d) (cL §4.1). 

In the so-called lransversal lheory, il is oflen considered whelher the condilion 

"/XI;£ /r(X)I+ k (X~ V)" holds for bipartite graph B, where "k" is called a defect 

[24]. Hence, "d" in (2.1) may be considered as a negative defect Sugihara [26] has 

observed lhat concerning plane skelelal slructures a problem with a negative defect 

arises, and has shown lhal the problem can be solved by repealed applicalions of an 

ordinary bipartile-malching algorilhm He has shown lhal the similar lypes of prob

lems arise in the discrete syslem wilh inlernal degrees of freedom, and propose a 

polynomial-lime algorilhm for checking structural inconsistency of such syslems [29] 

(see also [27], [28]). Our approach is a straighlf orward generalization of his work. 

The lower-truncaled transversal polymatroid introduced here gives a unifying frame

work lo analyze lhose discrete systems. In the following, we develop useful tech

niques of network-flow lype to treat lower-truncaled lransversal polymatroids algo

rithmically. 
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(a) bipartite graph B 
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(b) p{y) (d) graph G 

Fig.2.1. An example of a lower-lruncaled lransversal polymalroid 

2.2. Theorems 

We begin wilh lhe following lemma, which is one of lhe so-called demand-supply 

lheorems in nelwork flow lheory [6]. [13]. Here, we give a proof based on lhe 

maximum-flow minimum-cullheorem. 

Lemma 2.2. For xER,u, nelwork N{B,PXw) has a flow I such lhal x=o/lV if!" 

x(X)~py{X) for any XC U. 

Proof: N{B,PXw) has a flow I such lhal x=o/IV . 

.......... The value of a flow on N{B,PXw) which is maximum wilh respecllo x is x(V) . 

.......... plf(X)I+x{V-X);:;x{V) for any XCV (due lo Lemma 1.1) . 

.......... x{X)~P')'(X) for any XCV. 0 

Using Lemma 2.2, we can oblain lhe following lheorems, based on which we can 

compule lhe fundamenlal funclions of polymalroid P(p, d;a.) efficienlly by a simple 

nelwork flow algorilhm. Firsl, we give a necessary and sufficienl condilion so lhal a 

veclor xER,;-' is conlained in P{ ')' p.d)' 

Theorem 2.1. Lel x be a veclor in R}'. Then, x is contained in P(')' p. d) if!", for 

any uEV, N(B,PXw) has Cl flow I such thal x+dXu=o/IV. 

Proof: For xE R~ and 'uE V, let y= x+ dX u' 

If XEP(')'p,d)' we have x(X)+d~p')'(X) for any X wilh CP":XCV. Since 

y(X)~x(X)+d for any XCV, and y{cp)=p')'(cp)=O, we have y(X)~p')'(X) for 

X~ V, which, from Lemma 2.2, implies that N(B,PXw) has a flow I such that 

oil U=y{=x+dX u )' 

If N(B,PXw) has a flow I such that oIIV=x+dXu(=y), then we have 

y{X)~py{X) for XC V from Lemma 2.2. For any Y with uE YC V, we have 

y(Y)=x{Y)+d, and henCE x{Y)~')'p,d(Y)' Since u can be taken arbitrarily, we 
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obtain the theorem. 0 

Theorem :~.1 shows that, given a vector xERJ', we can determine whether x is 

contained in P("Yp.d) by solving IVI max .. mum flow problems, which can be solved 

quickly. Here, it should be noted that capacities of these I U I maximu.m flow prob

lems are almost similar to one another. If one makes use of this fact, the problem of 

testing independence of a given vector in pep, d) can be solved more efficienlly. 

However, it is not generally true that one can compute the fundamental functions of 

P(p,d;o.) quickly even though one can test. independence of a given vector quickly. It 

is guaranteed by the following easy but useful theorem that the fundamental functions 

of P(p,d;o.) can be computed efficienlly. 

Theorem 2.2. For a vector xERJ', U,VEU and O.,O~O, where o.~x(v), let 

y~x+OXu-o.Xv· Then, y is contained in P("Yp.d) iff network N(B,P"Xw) has a flow f 

such that y+dXu=Bfl V. 

Proof: If N(B,PXw) has a flow f such that y+dXu~BfIU, then, from Lemma 

2.2, we have y( X) + d~ P"Y( X) for any X with uE XC V. For any X with ur/-XC U, 

X~rp, we have y(X)~x(X)~p"y(X)-d (note that XEP("Yp,d))' Hence, yEP(-Yp.d)' 

The inverse follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 

From Theorem 2.2, we immediately o':>tain the following theorems for computing 

the fundamental functibns of P( p, d; 0.) efficiently. 

Theorem 2.3. For an independent vector x of P(p,d;o.) and UEU, let lu be a 

flow on N(B,PXw) such that x+dXu=BfuIU. Then, we have 

uEsat(x) iff x(u)=o. or there is no augmenting path from U to ton N(B,PXw) with 

respect to flow fu' 

lvl vE U, there is an augmenting path from U to v on N(B,PXw) 

dep(x,u)= with respect to flow fu! ( if uEsat(x), x(u)<o.) 

lu! ( if uEsat(x), x(u)=o:) 

c+(x,u)==minlo.-x(u),o-x(u)-d! (UE U), 

where o=max!Bf(u)1 f: flow on N(B,PXw)' Bf(v)=x(v) (VEU-!uO!· 

c± (x,u,v)=min!cx-x(u), E-x(u)-dl (UEsat(X), vEdep(x,u)-!uO, 

where E=max!Bf(u)1 f: flow on N(B,PXw)' Bf(u')=x(u') (u'EV-!u,vOI· 

Proof: Concerning the saturation function, if x(u)=cx, we obviously have 

uEsat(x). Suppose that x(u)<o.. Let V be a set of vertices v on N(B,PXw) such 

that there is an augmenting path from u to v with respect to flow fu' In the case of 

tE cr, there exists a flow l' such that x+(.t+o)x.u=B1'1 U for some 0>0. Then, from 
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Theorem 2.2, we see that x+OX l1 is an independent vector of P{p,d;o.), and hence 

uEJ"sat{x). In the case of tEJ"V, let () be defined by ()=Un V. Then, from the 

definition of V and the assumption of tEJ"V, we have UE{) and x{{)+d=py{{), and 

hence uE sat{ x). 

Concerning the dependence function, the case of uEsat{x) and x{u)=o. is trivial. 

Suppose that uEsat{ x) and x{ u) < a.. Let V be defined as above, where from the 

assumption we have tEJ" V. For vE U -! uL if vE V, there exists a flow J such that 

x+{d+6)Xl1-oXV=aJ!U for some 0>0. Then, from Theorem 2.2, we see that 

x+OXl1-OXV is an independent vector of P{p,d;o.), and hence vEdep{x,u). In the 

case of vEJ"V, let () be defined by ()=un V. Then, we see that x{{)+d=py{{), 

uE () and vEJ" (), and hence vjidep{x,u). 

The remaining parts can be shown almost analogously. 0 

Using Theorem 2.3, we can generally construct efficient algorithms for optimization 

problems concerning polymatroid P{p,d;o.). 

In the case of d;5, p, we can also compute the fundamental functions of P{p, d;o.) 

in a slighlly different way. The theorems below enable us to compute those funda-' 

mental functions for a subset of U simultaneously. 

Theorem 2.4. In the case of d;5, p, concerning a vector x in R}'. x is contained in 

P{yp,d) iff, for any wE W, N{B,PXw-dXw) has a flow f such that x=af! u. 

Proof: For u and w such that UEU, WE Wand (u,w)EA, it is obvious that 

N{B,PXw) has a flow f' such that x+dX l1 =af' iff N{B,PXw-dXw) has a flow f 

such that x= a f! U. Then, the theorem foHows from Theorem 2.1. 0 

Theorem 2.5. In the case of d;5,p, for an independent vector x of P{p,d;o.) and 

uEU, let W be such that wEf(!u!), and fw a flow on N{B,PXw-dXw) such that 

x=afw!U. Then, we have 

uEsat{x) iff x{u)=o. or there is no augmenting path from u to ton N{B,PXw-dXw) 

with respect to flow f w' 

!v! VEU, there is an augmenting path from u to v on N{B,PXw-dXw) 

dep{x,u)= with respect to flow fw! (if uEsat{x), x{u)<o.) 

!u! ( if uEsat{x), x{u)=o.) 

c+{x,u)=min!o.-x{u),o'-x{u)!, 

where o'=max!af{u)! f: flow on N{B,PXw-dXw). af{v)=x{v) (VEU-!u!)!. 

c± (x,u, v)=min!o.- x{ u), E'- x{ u)! (uEsat{x), vEdep{x, u)-!ul}, 

where E'=max!af{u)! f:flow on N(B,PXw-dXw)' af(u')=x(u') (U'EU-!U,vl)!. 
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Proof: One can easily prove lhis lheorem by applying the similar argumenls in lhe 

proof of Theorem 2.4 lo Theorem 2.3. 0 

Lel us show some examples. Firsl, cor:.sider a lower-lruncaled lransversal polyma

lroid P(2,3) on U of bipartite graph B=(U, W;A) (U=Iu.;1 i=1, ... ,80 in Fig.:~.2(a). 

Selling Uk =!ui li=1, ... ,k! (k=1, ... ,8), we show a flow I on N(B,2Xw) such lhal 

XU6=oII U in Fig.2.2(b). In (b), it can be easily checked lhal lhe flow can be aug

menled alleasl by 3 from each u.; lo t, so t.hal XUs is an independenl veclor of P(2,3) 

(Theorem 2.1). Especially, the flow can be augmenled by 4 from ~ lo t. Hence, we 

see lhat c+( XUs,u7)=1 (Theorem 2.3) and XU7 is an independenl vector of P(2,3). In 

Fig.2.2(c), we show a flow l' on the same nelwork such lhal XU7=o1'IU. In (c), we 

can easily see that uBEsal(xu) and dep(XU7,uB)=!u3,u4,u5,u6,u7,uB! (Theorem 2.3). 

Nexl, as an example of the case of d~ p, consider P(2,2) and M(2,2)( = P(2,2; 1» 

on U of biparlile graph B=(U, W;A) (U=!uil i=1, ... ,8!. W=!wjl j=l,. .. ,!)!) in 

Fig.2.3(a). It can be readily seen that T"" U-!u4! is a base of malroid M(2,:n. In 

Fig2.3(b), we show a flow I on N(B,2Xw-2XW2) such lhat XT=oIIU, from which 

we see the following concerning P(2,2) (Theorem 2.5): 

dep( X T' u 2) =dep(x T' u 3) =! u 2' u 3!, 

Nole lhat !uil UiE U, (u.;,w2)EA!=!Ul,u2,u3,u4,u6,u7!' 

We conclude this seclion wilh the following lheorems which give several resulls of 

Theorem 2.1 ~5 from·lhe slandpoint of the algorithmic complexily. In the discussions 

below, we suppose p,d and n are inleger~) with p,n>O and d~O. We furlher con

sider the following condition (2.2): 

(2.2) For an integer-valued independent vector x of P(p,d;n), an integral flow I on 

N(B,PXw) such that x""oIIU is given. 

Theorem 2_6_ Suppose the condition (2.2) holds. For uE U, we can determine 

whelher u is conlained in sal(x), and compute dep(x,u) in O«1+d)IAI) lim(!. We 

can compule c+(x,u) and c±(x,u,v) in O«n+d)IAi) lime where we suppose thal 

vEdep(x,u)-!u!,,= <p. 

Proof: Since p, d and n are inlegers, given an integral flow I on N (B, PX w) such 

thal x=oIIU, we can find a flow Iu on the same nelwork such lhal x+dXu=ClIuIU 

in o«(1+d)IAI) time by solving a simple integral maximum flow problem. Given the 

flow I u ' we can determine whether u is contained in sat(x) and compute dep(x,u) in 

O(IA I) time. Given the flow I u ' we car:. also compule c+(x,u) and c± (x,u,v) in 

O(nIA I) time, since c+(x,u), c± (x,u,v)~ n. Hence the theorem holds. D 
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("------" denoles lhe flow of value 1.) 

Theorem 2.7. Suppose the condition (2.2) holds and d~p. For WE W, lel U be 

a nonempty subsel of U such lhat (u,w)EA for each uE U. 
(i) We can find 5==U(I sal(x) and D== U !dep(x,u)1 uE5! in O«1+d)IAI) 

lime. 

(ii) For a sequence u1,u,:"",uk (k=IUI) of alllhe elements of U, consider vec

tors xi (i= 1 , ... , k) defined by 

(2.3) 

(Note lhat each xi is an independent vector of P(p,d;n).) Then, lhe vector xk can 
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be found in O«1+d+xk (U)-x(U)}IAI) time. 

Proof: Given a flow I on N(B,PXw) such that x=a/lu, we can find a flow J 

on N(B,PXw-dXw) such that x=aJlu in O«1+d)IAI) time. 

(i) Let X be a set of all vertices v in lJ such that there is an augmenling path 

from v to ton N(B,PXw-dXw) with respec:l to flow J. The set X can be found in 

O(IAI) time. From Theorem 2.5, we have S=!uEUI uf.Xorx(u)=a!, which can 

be found in O( I AI) time provided that the flow J is given. Hence the set S can be 

found in O«(1+d)IAI) time in total. 

Lel S' be defined by S'=!ul Ut s, x( u)< n!. Lel Y be a set of all vertices v in U 

such that lhere is an augmenling palh from some verlex in S' lo v on 

N(B,PXw-dXw) wilh respect to flow J. Given lhe flow J and lhe sel S' of vertices, 

we can find Y in O(IAI) lime. From Theorem 2.5, we have D=YU S, which can be 

found in O«1+d)IAI)) time in total. 

(ii) Starting with flow lo==J on N(B,PXw-dXw)' we iterate to augment the flow 

from Ut to t until eilher there comes to be no augmenting palh from Ut to t or the 

amounl of flow going out of Ut comes up lo n. Lel It be lhe flow lhus oblained al 

lhe end of lhis procedure. Then, from Theorem 2.5, we have c+(xo,'l./t)= 

a/t(u1)-alo(u1) and x1=af1Iu. Nexl, as in lhe case of u1' slarting with flow fl' 

we ilerale to augment the flow from u 2 to t until a flow f 2 such that x 2= a f 21 U is 

obtained, and so on. Applying this procedure for each i=1, ... ,k, we can find the flow 

li from the flow li-l in O«1+ali (U)-afi _. 1(U))IAI) time. Hence we can find the 

flow h (i.e., xk=ahIU) in O«1+ah(U)-aJ(U))IAI+IAIIUI) time, provided that 

lhe flow J is given. 

In lhe above-mentioned complexity for finding the flow fk' lhe term of lA 11 U I 
can be dispensed with in the following way Suppose that an ordinary labeling pro' 

cedure [6], [13] is employed for finding the flow fi from lhe flow f i - 1 . Consider lhe 

case when, in lhe labeling procedure, il comes lo be found lhat lhere is no augment

ing path from u i to t wilh respecl lo lhe currenl flow (this flow is f i ). Here, if we 

delele all the current labels and then slart 1;0 augment the flow from Ui + 1 to t, the 

term of I All U I is surely needed. However, we can re-use all the labels as they are 

and slarllo augmenllhe flow from ui +t lo t wilh lhose labels, since il has been found 

lhal lhere is no augmenling palh from each currenlly-labeled verlex lo t. If we lake 

lhis lechnique, t.he lerm of I All U I is done without. Hence, given lhe flow J, we can 

find h in O«l+ah(U)-aJ(U))IAI) time. 

Thus, we can find xk in O«(1+d+xk (U)--x(U))IAI) lime in tolal. 0 

Note lhat the fundamental functions of polymatroid P(p,d;n/m) such lhal p,d,m and 

n are inlegers can be computed efficiently by applying the theorems above lo polyma

lroid P( mp, md; n). 
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3. Greedy-Type Optimization Problems of Lower-Truncated Transversal Polyma

troids 

As is noled repealedly, if one can compule the fundamenlal functions of a 

polymatroid, one can solve the independent-flow problems concerning the polyma

lroid. Since in the last section we have shown lhal the fundamenlal functions of 

lower-lruncaled lransversal polymalroids can be compuled efficiently by means of 

nelwork-flow algorithms, we can generally solve various optimizalion problems of 

lhese polymalroids. In lhis section, we take up greedy-lype optimization problems of 

lhe polymatroids especially. We show that such problems can be solved in a remark

ably efficient manner by means of network-flow algorithms. Here, by greedy-type 

optimization problems of a polymatroid, we mean problems to which the only polyma

troid is essentially related (e .g., the polymatroid intersection pro blem is not of greedy 

type). So far as a class of lower-truncated transversal polymatroids is concerned, the 

union of a matroid in this class with itself is again a matroid in this class, so that prob

lems related to union of a matroid in this class with itself can be regarded as greedy

type ones. 

3.1. The greedy algorithm 

Let z be a weight vector in R~. Then, a weight of an independent vector x of a 

polymatroid P on V is ddined to be L: z(u)x(u). The greedy algorithm finds a 
UEU 

maximum-weight independent vector of polymatroid P. If z==Xu' this algorithm finds 

a base of P. The greedy algorithm works as·follows. 

(step 1) let a be an ordering of V such that z( a (1)) ~ z( 0(2)) ~ 

x:==D; 

(step 2) for i:==l to IVI do x:==x+c+(x,a(i))Xa(i); 

~z(a(IVI)); 

Then, the vector obtained by this algorithm is a maximum-weight independent vector 

of P with respect to z [3]. 

Since we can compute c+ for P(p,d;a.) efficiently, we can apply the greedy algo

rithm to polymatroid P( p, d; a.) in practice. Evaluating the complexity of this algo

rithm, we have 

Theorem 3.1. A maximum-weight independent vector of P(p,d;n/m) with 

respect to a weight vector, where p, d, m and n are integers (m, n> 0), can be found 

in O((n+dm)IAIIVI) lime. A maximum-weight independent set of M(p,d) can be 

found in O(minl(l+d), v'fUT!IAIIVI) time. 

Proof: It suffices to consider the problem for P( mp, md; n). Though we obtain 

the theorem from Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 almost immediately, we describe the algo

rithm in order to make sure. We can find a maximum-weight independent vector of 
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P(mp.rnd;n) by slarling wilh zero flow fa on N(B.mpxw) and finding flow fi from 

flow f i - I for each i= 1.· ... 1 U 1 as follows. where a is lhe ordering of U as above: 

(i) slarling wit.h lhe flow f i - I . augmenllhe flow from ucr(i) lo t as much as possible 

on N(B.mpxw) where lhe amounl of flow going out of ucr(i) should nol exceed 

n (lel f i - I be lhe currenlly-oblained flow); 

(ii) find a flow fi on N(B.mpxw) such lhal. afilu=afi-IIU-rndxUf1(i)" 

For lhe flow flul oblained by lhis algorilhm. a flull U is a maximum-weighl indepen

dent vector of P(mp.rnd;n). where the validity of this procedure follows from the 

proposition concerning c+ in Theorem 2.3. 

Evaluating the complexity of each part of this procedure. we see thal (i) can be 

done in O((n+dm)IAI) time for each i (Theorem 2.6). and (ii) can be done in 

O(1+16+ucr (i)l) time. where 16+ucr(i)1 denotes the number of arcs going out of ucr(i) 

on the bipartite graph B. Hence. a maximum-weight independent vector can be 

found in O((n+dm)IAIIUI) time in total. 

The proposition concerning M(p. d) can be obtained by employing Dinic's algo

rithm in augmenting the flow from ucr(i) to t in the procedure (Theorem 1.1). [J 

A base of P(p.d;a) can be found by executing step 2 of the greedy algorithm for 

any ordering 0 of U. from which. in the case of d:2i. p. we obtain the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 3.2. For a polymatroid P(p.d;n/m) such that p. d. m and n are 

integers (m.n>O) and d:2i.p. its base can be found in O((p+d)mIAII WI) time. For 

a matroid M(p. d) such that d:2i. p. its base can be found in O(min!(p+ d). 

v'TUT! 1 All W I) time. 

Proof: A base of P( mp. rnd; n) can be found by the following algorithm: 

(step 1) 

(slep 2) 

S:=U; let f be zero flow on N(B.mpxw); 

(i) while S-,r=</>. take wEf(S) and execute (ii); 

(ii) D:=lul UES. (u.w)EA!; S:=S-U; 

making use of the flow f on N (B. mpx w). execute the procedure of 

Theorem 2.7{ii) (cf. ils proof) for x=aflu and U; update f by lhe 

currently-obtained flow on N(B.mpXw-rndxw) (the updated f is also 

the flow on N(B.mpxw»; 

In the above algorithm. for the flow f obtained at the end of it. x* == a flU is a base 

of P( mp. rnd; n). Since (i). (ii) of step 2 are executed at most 1 W 1 times. the com

plexity of this algorithm is O((x*(U)+rndIWI)IAI) (Theorem 2.7(ii». Since 

x*(U):2i.mpl WI. this complexity is O((p+d)mIAII WI)· 

The proposition concerning M(p. d) can be obtained by employing Dinic's algo

rithm. Here it should be remarked that. by Dinic's algorithm. we cannot increment 
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the flow from u i to t for each i= 1, ... , k sequentially in the procedure of Theorem 

2.7{ii). However, for the purpose of finding a base merely, we have only lo be able lo 

find an independenl vector xk of PCmp,md;n) such thal xk!CU-U)=x!CU-U) and 

Uesat(xk ) in the case of Theorem 2.7(ii). For this purpose, Din.ic's algorithm 

suffices. 0 

3.2. The principal partition 

The lheory of lhe principal partition has been developed on fine structures of 

polymatroid inlersections, and has been applied lo many kinds of systems problems in 

engineering science [15], [17], [21], [32]. Here, we consider the principal partition of 

a polymatroid with respect to a modular function, which was considered by Tomizawa 

[31] and was refined in lerms of polymalroids by Fujishige [8]. 

We first review the decomposition theory of a Boolean sublaUice briefly from a 

rather algorithmic point of view. Given a family L of subsels of U which forms a 

Boolean sublattice (i.e., X,YEL~Xu Y, Xn YEL), we can obtain a partition of U 

with a partial order as follows. For L, let U+ CL) be the complement of the max

imum of L, U-CL) be the minimum of Land U*(L)=U-U+(L)-U-(L). For 

each uE U*(L) U U-(L), define D(L,u) by 

(3.1) DCL,u)= n !X! UE~XEL! 

Nole that D(L,u)EL, and, if vED(L,u), then D(L,v)e D(L,u). Consider a 

directed graph C* = C U* CL), A *) with vertex set U* CL) and arc set A * defined by 

(3.2) A*=Hu,v)! U,VEU*CL), vEDCL,uH· 

Let U\(L) (i=l, ,k) be a partition of U*CL) oblained from lhe decomposition 

of C* inlo slrongly connected componenls wilh which a parlial order is nalurally asso

cialed. Then, we oblain a partition of U into blocks U+(L), U'I(L), U*2(L), 

U\ CL), U- CL) wilh lhe parlial order. 

Lel us consider lhe pri~lcipal partition of P(p,d)=(U,Pp.d) with respecl to axu 

(0.>0), where we suppose Pp,dOUO>O for uEU for simplicity. Let L(a) be defined 

by 

(33) L(a)=!S! se U, pp.d(S)+a!U-S!=p*L 

where p*=min!pp.d(X)+a!U-X!!XeUI 

As is readily deduced from the submodularily of Pp,d' L (0.) forms a Boolean sublal

tice. We call the partition of U with lhe partial order associated with L(a) the princi

pal pa,rtilion, of pep, d) with respect to ax u' Let Xc< be a base of pep, d;a). Then, we 

have 
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(3.4) U+{L{a))=!ul uEU, ujisal{x,,) in P{p,d)! 

(3.5) U-{L{a))= U !dep{x",u) in P{p,d)1 uEU, x,,{u)<a! 

(3.6) D{L{ex),u)=dep{x",u) u U-{L{ex)) { U E U * ( L (a)) ), 

where in (3.6) lhe dependence funclion is for P{p, d). Since we can find lhe base x"' 

and compule sal and dep efficiently as is shown in lhe seclion 2, we can find lhis prin

cipal partilion in practice. Evalualing lhe complexily for finding lhe partition, we 

oblain 

Theorem 3.3. The principal parlilion of P{p,d) wilh respecllo exXu' where p and 

dare inlegers and ex = n/m for posilivE inlegers m and n, can be found in 

O{{n+dm)IAIIUI) lime. In lhe case of d~;p, lhis principal parlition can be found in 

O{{p+d)mIAII WI) lime. 

Proof: The proposilion concerning general p and dare immedialely obtained 

from Theorems 2.6 and 3.1. 

In lhe case of d~ p, we can find an mleger-valued base x of P{ mp, md; n) in 

O{{p+d)mIAII WI) time. For lhis base x, we can find U-U+=sal{x) in P{mp,md) 

and U-=u!dep{x,u) in P{mp,md)luEU, x{u)<n! in O{(1+md)IAIIWI) lime 

(Theorem 2.7{i)) For U*=U-U--U+, we have IU*I~mpIWI/n, and lherefore 

we can lisl dep{x,u) in P{mp,md) for all uEU* in O{(1+md)IAIIWI+IAIIU*I)= 

O{{p+d)mIAII WI) lime. Thus, in lhe case of d~p, lhe principal parlition can be 

found in O{{p+ d)mlA 11 W I) lime. 0 

By varying ex as a parameler, we can oblain a finer partition of U as follows. If 

O~ex<a', lhen we have U-{L{ex))<;;;.U-{L{ex')). Hence, lhere exisl al most. IUI 

numbers ex * such lhal U-{L(a))c U-(L(ex *)) for any ex wilh O~a<ex *. We call 

lhose numbers lhe critical values. Lellhe critical values be given by a} (j=1, ... ,l) so 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

for j=O, 1,. .,l. Thus, we can oblain a fairly fine parlilion of U inlo blocks 

U\{L(ex)) (i=1. ... ,k; j=1, ... ,l) wilh a parlial order, which we will refer lo as lhe 

refined principal partition of P{p, d) with resy,ect to X u. Il is known lhal, if p and dare 

inlegers, lhis refined principal partilion can be found, wilh lhe lechnique of biseclion, 

by solving O( I U I) limes lhe problem of finding lhe principal parlilionof P(p,d) wilh 

respect la ex X u where ex is such lhal a = n/m for inlegers m and n wilh 1.~ m~; I. U I 

and 1;;;;'n~pp.d(U). Then, from Theorems 2.6 and 3.1, we can find lhe refined prin

cipal parlilion in O(IAIIUI 2(IUI+IWI)) time, where we consider p and cl are 
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constants 

Remark 4.1. Theoretically, we can easily reduce the above time bound to 

O(IAIIUI(lul+IWI) log(IUI+IWI» by some technique, which may be called bal

anced bisection, in the case 

(3.9) concerning P(p,d) on U of the bipartite graph B=( U, W;A), the contraction 

of pep, d) to v( C. u) is a polymatroid pep, d) on V of the bipartite graph 

B = (V, fir; A) which can be obtained from B by shortcircuiting all the arcs 

incidentlo verlices in U - V. 
See [11] for detailed discussions. 0 

Next, consider a bipartite graph B=(U, W;A) such that an integer-valued base x 

of P(p,d) on U satisfies x(U)=Yp,d(U) where p and d are positive integers (d;rO!). 

For the base x of pep, d) and u*E U, consider L(x,u~) defined by 

(3.10) l(x,u*)=lxl U*EXC.U, x(X)=Yp,d(X)!U 19'>!· 

Then, L(x,u*) forms a Boolean sublattice. We call the partition with the partial order 

obtained from l(x,u*) the principal partition associated wilh L(x,u*). In this case, we 

have 

(3.11 ) 

(3.12) 

U+ (L (x, u*» = U- (L (x, u*» = 9'> 

D(l(x,u*),u)=lvl VEU, there is an augmenting path from u to v 

on N(B,PXw) with respect to How j such that x+dXu*=iJjIU! (UEU). 

Note that u* is surely contained in the set D given in the right-hand side of (3.12) for 

each uEU (if u*fj.D, then we have x(D)=py(D), i.e., x(D»Yp,d(D), which con

lradicts the fact that x is an independent vector of P(p,d». From (3,12), the princi

pal partition associaled with l (x, u*) can be obtained by decomposing a bipartite 

graph B=(U, W;A) into strongly connected components where 

(3,13 ) A=A U la'l aEA, j(a»O for a How f on N(B,PXw) such that 

x+dxu.=iJfIU, a': reorientation of a! 

Given an integral How l' on N(B,PXw) such that x=iJ1'IU, we can find the principal 

partilion associated with l (x, u*) in 0 « 1+ d) I A I) time. 

3.3. Covering and packing 

By the covering number of a matroid M on a set E, we mean the minimum 

number of independent sets of M whose union is E, and, by the packing number of 

M, we mean the maximum number of disjoint bases of M. In this section, we con

sider a problem of computing the covering and packing numbers of a (p, d)-
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transversal matroid M(p,d) on V of a bipartite graph B=(V, W;A). 

Let us consider the problem of finding the covering number of M(p,d) on V. 

The covering number of M(p,d) is at most lVI, and is equal to the minimum integer 

k such that V is independent in M( kp, kd). In the case of d=O, from Theorems 1.1 

and 2.1, we can determine whether V is independent in M(kp,O) in o(v'TuTIA I) 

time, and therefore we can find the covering number in O(ViUTIAllogIVI) time by 

employing a binary search technique. Similarly, in the case of d> 0, from Theorem 

3.1, we can find the covering number in O( lA II V 1
3/ 2 logl V I) time. 

In the case of 0< d~ p, we can find the covering number of M(p, d) more quickly 

by the following algorithm. 

(step 1) find the covering number ko of M(p,O), and a flow f on N(B,koPXw) 

such that X u=a f I V; k:= ko; Y:= W; go to step 2; 

(step 2) if Y= rp then halt! k is the covering number of M(p, d)!; otherwise take 

wE Y and Y:= Y-!w!; go to step 3; 

(step 3) (i) if f( w, t)~ kp- kd, then return to step 2; otherwise 1':= f and go to 

(ii) ; 

(ii) find a maximum flow f* in N(B,kPXw-kdXw) with respect to Xu by 

making use of the flow 1'; go to (iii) 

(iii) if a/*Iv=xu' then return to step 2; otherwise, k:=k+1; 1':=/* and 

return to (ii); 

The validity of the above algorithm follows from Theorem 2.4. Let us estimate its 

time complexity. Step 1 can be executed in O(vjuTIA Ilogl VI) time. Each execu

tion of step 3 lakes O((f(w,t)+ki +1)IAI) time where k i is the increment of k during 

its step 3. Since steps 2 and 3 are executed for each wE W, and the total increment of 

k through the computation is at most lVI, and L: f(w,t)=IVI, the total time com-
wE W 

plexity of the above algorithm is 0 (I A I ( I V + I W I»· 

Thus, we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.4. The covering number of Cl (p, d)-transversal matroid M(p, d) can be 

found 

(i) in O(ViUTIA I logl V I) time if d=O, 

(ii) in O(IAI(IVI+IWI» time if O<d~pand 

(iii) in O(IAIIVI 3/ 2 10gIVI) time if cl>p. 0 

Let us consider the problem of finding the packing number of M(p,d) on V. Let 

T be the rank of M(p, d). The packing number of M(p, d) is equal to the maximum 

integer k such that the rank of M(kp,kd) is kT. Then, as in the case of the problem 

of finding the covering number, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.5. The packing number of Cl (p,d)-transversal matroid M(p,d) whose 
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rank is T can be found 

(i) in O(vTUTIA I logl UI) time if d=O, 

(ii) in O(minll U liT, v'juT! lA II W I log I U I) time if 0< d~ P and 

(iii) in O(minIIUI/T, v'juTIIAIIUllogIUI) time if d>p. 

Proof: Immediate from Theorems 1.1, 3.1 and 3.2 and the fact that the packing 

number of M(p, d) is at most I U liT. 0 

4. Cycle Malroids of Graphs and Malroids in Plane Skelelal Slruclure;;; 

In this section, we take up cycle matroids of graphs and matroids in plane skeletal 

struclures as lypical and useful examples of lower-truncated lransversal polymalroids. 

We apply the arguments discussed in the above sections lo problems concerning these 

two useful matroids, by which we obtain various new results, and demonstrate the 

practical usefulness of the network-flow approaches proposed in this paper. 

4.1. Cycle malroids of graphs 

For an undirected graph G = ( V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E, we consider 

a directed bipartite graph iJ(G)=(E, V;A) with left vertex set E, right vertex set V 

and arc set A ~ E x V defined by 

Lel Mc be a cycle malroid on E of a graph G, and M~ be the union of M G wilh 

itself k limes. For Xs;: E, let V(X) be the set of all verlices incidenllo some edge in 

X. Nole lhat, for XC E, V(X) coincides with r(X) on lhe bipartite graph iJ( G). 

The following is lhe famous lheorem due lo Nash- Williams [23). 

Theorem 4.1. For SS;: E, S is independenl in M~ iff k I V( X) 1- k ~ I X I for any X 

wilh rp r= XC S. 0 

Thus, a (k,k)-lransversal matroid M(k,k) on E of iJ(G) is the matroid M~, and 

lherefore we can apply the algorilhms presenled in the above sections to problems 

concerning M~. (Nole that the degree of each vertex in E on iJ( G) is 2~ 1 = klk.) 

Let us show an example. Consider a graph G=(V,E) (E=!u l , ,us!. 

V=!w 1 , ,w5D depicted in Fig.4.1. For this graph G, the bipartite graph iJ(G) is 

that in Fig.2.3(a). Hence, from the discussions concerning the example of Fig.2.3, we 

see that T=E-!u4 ! is a base of Mf:, and, for P(2,2) on E of iJ(G), ul¥sat(XT)' 

dep( X T' u 4 ) =! u z' u 3 ' u 4L etc. 

To return, let us consider greedy-type optimization problems of Mr First, con

sider the problem of finding a base. From Theorem 3.2, we can find a base of M~ in 

O(kIEIIVI) time in general (note that IAI=O(IEI». We can easily reduce the 
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Fig.4.1. A graph C Fig.4.2. A graph C 

above-mentioned complexity to 0(k21 V12) by utilizing the following two facts: 

0) The degree of each vertex of E on jj( C) is 2. 
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(ii) The value of any flow considered in the course of the algorithm is at most k: I V I. 

Furlhermore, from lhe algorithmic point of view, in finding a base by solving an 

integral maximum flow problem with the labeling procedure, we employ the following 

two techniques: 

(i) When we remove labels on the network after the flow augmentation, we do not 

manipulate all the vertices but only a set of labeled vertices, which can be done 

by having a list of labeled vertices at all times. 

(ii) At any moment of the algorithm, concerning the current flow f on the network, 

we record a set of arcs a=(u,v)EA in jj(C) such that f(a»O for each vE V, 

and, in t.he case of searching the vertex v, we scan the arc (v, t) and arcs in that 

set for v. 

Then, one can easily show that the complexity of the algorithm modified as above is 

0(k21 VI2). In a similar way, we can find a maximum-weight independent set of M~ 

in 0(k2 IEIIVI) time (Theorem 3.1). 

Next, consider the problem of finding the covering and packing numbers of Mc. 

In [30], Tarjan announced that both numbers can be found in 0(IEI2) time. Picard 

and Queyranll.e [25] and Ichimon [10] presented 0(IVI 4 ) and 0(minIIVI 2, 

I E I log I V I! I V 12) algorithms, respectively, for corn puting the covering num ber of Mc. 

Applying the general algorithms in section 3.3, we can find the covering number in 

0(IEI2) time, and the packing number in 0(IE12 logl VI) time. 

Consider the problem of finding the principal partition of a graph C. The principal 

partition in the sense of Kishi and Kajitani [18] and Iri [14], which is the principal par

tition of P(2,2) on E of jj(C) with respect. to Xv' can be found in O(IEII VI) lime 

from Theorem 3.3 in general. This complexity can be reduced lo O( I V12) as follows. 

Firsl, from lhe above discussion, we can find an inleger-valued base x' of P(2,2; 1) in 

0(1 V12) time We can then find U-= u ldep(x*,u) in P(2,2)1 uEE, x*(u)<l! in 
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0{IEI+IVI2)=0{iVI2) lime (Theorem 2.7{i». Since IE-U-I is O{IVI), we can 

easily find lhe whole principal parlilion in O{ I V12) lime. The principal parlition of a 

graph G in lhe sense of Tomizawa [31], which is lhe refined principal partition of 

P{l,l) on E of B{G) with respect to Xv' can be found in 0(IEI 3 10gIVI) time, since, 

for lhis P (1.1), the condilion (3.9) holds (see Remark 4.1). 

4.2. Matroids in plane skeletal structures 

Plane skeletal structures are two-dimensional frameworks composed of rigid rods 

mutually connecled al terminal vertices with rotatable joints. A plane skeletal struc

ture S can be considered lo consist of a graph G = ( V, E) and a map from V to R2 by 

regarding rods as edges and joints as vertices. If the vertices of structure S are in 

general position, the rigidity depends upon the structure of the graph G only. Then, 

G Cor, edge set E) is called generic independent if S has no redundant rod, and G is 

called stiff if S is rigid and has no redundant rod. The collection of generic indepen

dent subsets of E forms a collection of independent sets of some matroid, which we 

denote by Mc The following theorem on rigidity was first given by Laman [19] (see 

also [20], [26]). 

Theorem 4.2. A graph G=(V,E) is generic independent iff 2IV(X)I-3;SIXI for 

any X with rp":X<;:E. G is generic independent and stiff iff 2IVI-3=IEI and 

2iV(X)I-3;SIXI for any X with rp":X<;:E. 0 

Thus, M(2,3)(=P(2,3» on E of B(G) is the matroid M L · 

Let us show an example. Consider a graph G=(V,E) (E=lu 1 , ,uel) in 

Fig.4.2. For this graph G, the bipartite graph B(G) is that depicted in Fig.2.2(a). 

From the discussions concerning Fig.2.2, we see that G is not generic independent 

(i.e., G contains a redundant edge), and that L=lu1 , ,u7 ! is a maximal generic 

independent and stiff subgraphs of G. Since dep(XL,uB )=lu3 , ,ue! for P(2,3) on 

E of B( G), we see thal (L v luel)-lu! is generic independent in the case of 

. ,ue!. but is not generic independent in the case of uElu1,u2!. 

Applying the algorithms developed in this paper, we can determine whether a 

graph G is generic independent, and find a base of ML in O(IEII VI) time. Note that 

it has been only known that the independence tesling problem can be solved in 

0{1£1 35 ) time [26] (see also [20]). 

The principal partilion of M L tells us how lhe redundancy is distributed on G. 

However, if a graph G is generic independent and stiff, the principal partition gives no 

meaningful partition of £, that is, it gives a partition of £ into respective edges with 

no partial order among them, since a structure consisting of an edge is generic 

independent and stiff. Nakamura and Sugihara [22] gave how to obtain a meaningful 

partition of £ on such a graph G. For e E £, define D (e) by 
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(4.2) D(e)'= n !XI eEXC.E, 2IV(X)I-·3=IXI~2L 

and consider a directed graph C* = (E, A *) with vertex set E and arc set A * defined by 

Then, the partition of E with a partial order obtained by decomposing C* into 

strongly connected components completely describe.s lhe inlernal slructure of generic 

independent and sliff su bgraph C' = ( V', E') wilh I E' I ~ 2 of C. 

In obtaining lhe partition due lo Nakamura and Sugihara, lhe mail1 problem is to 

compute D(e) for eEE. By using the principal partition associated with L(XE,e) for 

lhe bipartite graph iJ(C)=(E, V;A) and eEE, where L(XE,e)=!XI eEXC.E, 

2IV(X)I-3=IXIL we can find D(e) for e'EE in O(IEI) time. Hence, we can obtain 

this partition in O( lE 12) = O( I V12) lime. 

Concluding Remarks 

We have given the theorems for computing the fundamental functions of lower· 

truncated transversal polymatroids, based on which we can solve various combina

lorial optimization pro blems for those polymatroids efficiently from a unifying point of 

view by means of network-flow algorilhms. We have also discussed in detail three 

greedy-lype problems among those optimization problems, and have shown lhat the 

problems for cycle matroids of graphs and matroids in plane skeletal slructures can be 

solved very efficiently by means of network-flow algorithms proposed in this paper. 

From the slandpoint of applications, though we have touched upon, as examples, 

cycle matroids of graphs and malroids in plane skeletal structures only, the lower

truncaled transversal polymalroid is slrongly connected wilh the discrele system with 

internal degrees of freedom, which has been investigated by Sugihara [29] (e.g., line 

drawings of polyhedra [27]), and therefore the lechniques of network-flow type 

developed in thi.s paper are widely applicable to problems of analyzing such systems. 

From the viewpoint of combinatorial optimization, in this paper, we have taken up 

only the greedy-type optimization problem among various ones, and we have shown 

lhat those problems can be solved very efficiently (in many cases, more quickly com

pared with known methods). The method proposed in this paper can be applied to 

general optimization problems as a tool for computing the fundamental functions in 

constructing so-called auxiliary networks in the independent-flow problems. 

From the rather theoretical point of view, the following result has been obtained 

concerning the lower-truncation of f5o-funci.ions. Consider two f5o-functions J.lI and J.l2 

on a finite set E. Let Al and A2 be lower-truncations of J.lI and J.l2' respectively (cf. 

(1.2)). Although we have P(Ai)=P(J.li) (i=1,2), and obviously P(A I +A 2)C. 
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P(J.lI+J.l2)' it is not necessarily true that P(A I +A 2)==P(J.l I +J.l2) holds. In [12]. a neces

sary and sufficient condition so that P(A I +A 2)=P(J.l I +J.l2) holds is given. Though this 

type of approach is rather hopeless from the practical point of view. we can apply this 

arguments to the sum of rank functions of two graphs. Let Cl == (VI' E) and 

C 2 = ( V 2 • E) be graphs with the same edge set E. Let y i be y 1.1 on E of bipartite 

graph B(Ci ) and pi the lower-truncation of yi (i==1.2). Note that pi is the rank func

tion of graph C i . Then. we ~ee that yl+y2 corresponds to YI.2 on E of bipartite graph 

E=(E. VI + V 2 ;A) defined by 

A=l(e.ul ). (e.v l ). (e.uz ). (e.v2)llul .vd=eEE in Cl' lu2.v2!=eEE in C 2 i 

Thus. yl+y2 determines a lower-truncated transversal polymatroid P{1.2) on E of E. 
which can be algorithmically treated in an efficient manner as shown in the paper. 

However. as stated above. p(yl+y2) does not necessarily correspond to p{pl+p2); we 

only have p(pl + p2) ~ P{ y I + y2) and we can not apply the techniques of network-flow 

type to the problem concerning the sum of rank functions of two graphs Cl and G
2 

straightforwardly. For conditions so that p{pl+p2)==p(yl+y2) holds. see [12]. 

Finally. in this paper. we consider the theorems for bipartite graphs only. It is 

straightforward to generalize the theorems to those for ordinary graphs. Applying lhe 

generalized theorems for graphs. we can efficiently solve the problem related to orien

talions of graphs. 
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